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Meet Vicki: The Smart LoRaWAN Thermostatic Valve 

Since 
2019

Over 20,000 installed 
devices in 2020 in 

over 120 buildings in 
14 EU countries

Rigorously tested in 
over 60 buildings  

since 2019 by a major 
Nordics telecom

The first and only 
LoRaWAN smart 

thermostatic valve 
worldwide

Quick energy and 
maintenance 

savings with low 
upfront investment

Longest battery life 
on the market for a 

smart TRV under 
various SPFs

# 1 
Today

>20,000
in 2020

10+ 
Years

Up to 
45%
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Meet Vicki: Key Features and Technical Specs
Key Product Features

• Manual or remote adjustment of temperature through application or desktop platform

• Automatic temperature control algorithm with internal humidity and temperature sensor

• Automatic temperature control algorithm with external temperature reading

• Manual valve openness control

• Open window detection

• Child lock function to prevent tampering with predefined settings (manual lock)

Key Technical Specifications

• Design: PC reinforced with Glass Fibers, Anodised copper (metal nut)

• Operating Conditions: Temperature: - 20 - 60°C and Humidity: 0-80% RH (non-condensing)

• Battery Type: 2 x AA with operating voltage 3 VDC

• Expected Battery Life: 10 years (depending on configuration and environment)

• Wireless Technology: LoRaWAN® 1.0.3

• Wireless Security: LoRaWAN® End-to-End encryption (AES-CTR)

• Device Type: Class A End-device

• Supported Features: OTAA , ADR , Adaptive Channels setup

Remote Control and 
Monitoring 24/7

Flexible Timers &
Schedule

Up to 33% Generated
Savings

10 years of 
Battery Life

Long range / Great 
Penetration



Meet Vicki: Selected Connectivity Benefits
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Long operational range

The wider the coverage, the better and cheaper the IoT 

infrastructure. With Vicki, the range is nearly 8 km in urban 

settings and 15 km in suburban areas.

Bidirectional communication

Suitable for variety of uses cases requiring uplinks and 

downlinks. Sending data and receiving information in return, 

Vicki can deliver status messages even to remote locations.

Indoor penetration

The LoRa waves can pass through obstacles and allow deep 

indoor penetration and have the ability to reach remote 

radiators even underground.

Scalability

Wireless, easy to set up and able to support millions of 

messages transmitted. Vicki’s fast deployment allows for 

large scale projects to come to live quicker and cheaper.

Long battery life of 10+ years

Vicki’s battery benefits greatly from LoRaWAN – accelerated 

aging tests under various SPF and data from long heating 

seasons of up to 9 months prove 7-12 years of battery life.

Open source standard

The LoRaWAN standard is based on an open protocol approach 

managed by the LoRa Alliance which supervises the 

development of the standard and ensures interoperability.

Low capex and opex

The LoRaWAN open standard combined with cost-free operation 

frequencies and affordable Vicki hardware allows pilot projects 

to be quickly and with minimum investment.

High Security

LoRaWAN security design adheres to state-of-the-art principles: 

use of standard, well-vetted algorithms, and end-to-end 

security ensuring mutual authentication and confidentiality.



Your Solution for Smart Buildings with Vicki

Save energy, time 
and money and do 
your part for the 

environment

Reduce peak energy, 

operational cost and 

environmental 

pollution by better 

space management 

using connected 

devices.

.

Use AI and data to 
drive business 

insights and informed 
business strategies

IoT devices can 

provide data that’s 

critical in improving 

customer experiences 

and driving more 

informed business 

decisions.

Work towards carbon 
neutrality goals and 
2030 targets in line 
with the UN’s SDGs

Leverage actuators and 

sensors data to drive 

sustainability and 

optimize for efficiency 

gains, provide granular 

ESG reporting, 

monitoring and control. 

Quick time to market 
with limited upfront 
investment and high 

ROI

Have your own brand 

innovative product on 

the market in a matter 

of days not years 

without the R&D and 

testing costs 

associated with it.

Increase existing 
revenues and utilise 

resources more 
efficiently 

Ability to provide 

timely maintenance 

and additional 

value-added services 

after the sale or 

installation of the 

product.

Provide customer 

care, maintenance 

and better quality 

service more tightly 

integrated with 

product performance 

and customer usage.

Improve occupant 
experience, wellbeing, 

engagement and 
customer retention

Our mission to provide digital, connected, smart and low carbon footprint buildings automation products and services to our customers is 
fully aligned with major corporates and government objectives to prepare their assets and clients for the future through innovation
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Recent Vicki LoRa and LoRaWAN Use Cases
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Nordic 
Telecom Operator

12 000 
Vicki LoRa installed in 

Residential buildings in the 

Nordics 

(District heating)

International 
Water Utility

German 
Energy Efficiency Provider

German JV and 
Utility

100 + 100
T-Valve LoRaWAN + Flood 

sensors in Office pilot 

project with roll out in 2021 

(Utility)

900+
Vicki LoRaWAN installed in 

German Police regional 

headquarters 

(Government building)

1 100 - 1 500 
Vicki LoRaWAN installed in 

Utility office and Banking 

institutions headquarters 

(Private)

2019 - ongoing 2020 - ongoing 2020 - ongoing 2020 - ongoing



Recent Vicki LoRaWAN Use Cases – continued 
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Spanish
University Campus

185+
Vicki LoRaWAN installed in 

an university campus in 

Spain to generate savings 

and provide automation

London-based 
Property Portfolio

UK 
Office Building

UK
Government Building

100+
Vicki LoRaWAN installed in 

Residential buildings in 

London (single houses with 

other BMS software)

100+
Vicki LoRaWAN installed a 

single office building as a 

test project before full roll 

out

100+
Pilot project to automate 

energy consumption in 

municipality building using 

LoRaWAN

Ongoing Ongoing Ongoing Ongoing



Selected Ongoing Pilot Projects (Pending Roll Out)
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Not disclosed 
Vicki LoRaWAN considered 

for municipality energy 

management projects

Not disclosed 
Vicki LoRaWAN selected for 

3 school buildings as a pilot 

project

Not disclosed 
Utility energy efficiency arm 

with projects for hospitals 

and schools

Ongoing Ongoing Ongoing Ongoing

Not disclosed 
Vicki LoRaWAN considered 

for the National Bank / 

historical buildings retrofit 

solution

Swedish
Schools Pilot

German Utility and 
Energy Efficiency advisor

Belgium 
National Bank Building

Swedish
IoT Solutions Provider
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12 000+

Vicki LoRa and later Vicki 

LoRaWAN installed in 

residential buildings with 

district heating

August 2019 -ongoing

By Use Case: Residential 
Project Overview:

• A leading telecom from the Nordics approached us as a technological partner in a new venture–

offering heat optimization to residential buildings using individual room control radiator

thermostats aiming to optimize the overall heat cost and CO2 impact of the buildings.

• The solution required the tenant to be able to control the target temperature from the radiator

and monitor temperature and humidity using the highest data security and protection standard

while also using pre-set daily schedules recommended for energy savings.

• Vicki was developed to offer seamless communication in a residential building with no

maintenance over a long period of time (target 5+ years) and offered as white label of the

radiator thermostat with custom 5G to LoRa gateway and API control and deployment of MCloud

on the telecom’s local infrastructure.

Results:

• Project now has grown to over 100 buildings in Finland with year of construction between 1930-

1956 (outliers from 1920 and 1975 ) with 20 – 70 apartments across 4-6 floors per building

• Length of heating season: 6-9 months

• Battery life estimate after 1st heating season: 7-12 years

• Reported savings depending on individual set up and outside temperature: 15-33%

• Reported user adoption (vs. manual control or using the pre-set schedules only): 70%

Nordics Telecom –
White Label Vicki 

Solution
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1000 – 1500

Vicki LoRaWAN and H&T 

sensors installed in office 

buildings (roll out 

continuing)

By Use Case: Office Buildings / Mixed Use Commercial 
Project Overview:

• Mantro GmbH in Munich and Raumgold, its JV company with EnBW, approached us in April 2020

to conduct testing of Vicki, the smart LoRaWAN TRV in an office building environment in order to

prove its suitability for large scale installations for government and office buildings energy

management.

• Vicki and the H&T sensors are now part of Raumgold‘s IoT platform for energy management

where all key product features are used: remote monitoring and control of humidity and

temperature, open window detection and child lock.

• MClimate hardware is currently deployed in pilot projects of Mantro in Germany:

• 4 pilot projects in banking and financial institutions (Commerzbank and VISA)

• 2 pilot projects in municipality and government owned buildings

• 3 additional office pilot sites in Munich

LoRaWAN Set Up:

• Hardware: MClimate Vicki and MClimate H&T sensor; additional AQI and CO2 sensors to be
included in Q1 2021

• Gateway: Kerlink and LNS: Chirpstack
• Cloud platform: Self-developed Raumgold IoT device management platform
• End customers pay subscription for IoT platform

April 2020 - ongoing
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900 + 150
Vicki LoRaWAN and H&T 

sensors installed in 

Polizeipräsidium

Nordhessen in Kassel

October 2020

By Use Case: Municipality / Police Station
Project Overview:

• E1 Energiemanagement GmbH in Nuremberg, a company of Energie Steiermark, approached us in

June 2020 to conduct testing of Vicki, the smart LoRaWAN TRV in an office building environment

in order to prove ist suitability for large scale installations and energy saving contracting models.

• Following rigorous testing, Vicki and the H&T sensors are now part of E1‘s energy management

and cost savings based contracting solutions and are integrated in the E1 IoT platform

• The first large scale project cover Polizeipräsidium Nordhessen in Kassel (49.000 m² renovated in

2001) includes 900 Vickis and 150 H&T sensors deployed in October 2020. The solution is

targeting up to 45% savings and is currently offering:

• Temperature and Humidity monitoring and remote control per room or per floor

• Scheduled temperature control and remote maintenance (day vs night schedule and

weekly planning)

• Occupancy based remote control of heating in meeting rooms

• Reporting

LoRaWAN Set Up:

• Hardware: MClimate Vicki and MClimate H&T sensor
• Gateway: Kerlink and LNS: TTN
• Cloud platform: Self-developed E1 IoT device management platform linked to an energy

management contract with duration 10 years



www.mclimate.eu


